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The National Association of Radiation Survivors (NARS) welcomes this 
opportunity to comment directly to the House Veterans Affairs Subcommittee on 
Compensation, Pension, Insurance, and Memorial Affairs on both the proposed legislation 
by Representative Lane Evans and on the report of the Advisory Committee on Human 
Radiation Experiments. 

L IN REFERENCE TO REPRESENTATIVE EVAN'S PROPOSED 
LEGISLATION. 

A. Membership of Veterans Advisory Committee on Environmental Hazards 

NARS believes that there are military veterans who, because of in-service or post- 
service training, qualify to sit on this committee to represent the interests of Atomic, 
Agent Orange and Gulf War veterans. Currently the committee members are seen by 
many veterans as interested individuals with a stake in denying many of the environmental 
hazards faced by servicemen while in the military. Inclusion of representatives of the 
veteran groups might lend some credibility to their findings. 

B. Review of Defense Nuclear Agency Procedures for Determining Radiation 
Dosages 

NARS is opposed to a review of DNA dosage procedures by the National 
Academy of Sciences for the same reasons as outlined above for the Environmental 
Hazards Committee. It appears to us that the Academy has the same interest in denying 
the adverse effects of exposures to radiation as the scientists and medical personnel on the 
environmental committee. While the government Accounting Office has found the DNA 
procedures lacking in the past, the Academy has found no problems. There is a core 
interest in finding that ionizing radiation is harmless so that both commercial and military 
research, development and experimentation may continue.. .activities in which the scientific 
and medical communities clearly benefit. 

To make such a review credible it would be appropriate to appoint a committee 
with representation by the atomic veteran community charged with identifjhg 
independent scientists to review and report on the DNA procedures. As above, there are 
atomic veterans with the credentials to sit on such a committee and there are scientists 
who either have proven themselves impartial or who do not have a career stake in nuclear- 
related research or development. 

C. Changes to DVA Law 

We are, of course, supportive of the additions of the listed di&s in the 
Evans bill to the presumptive list of compensable diseases. In our database of over 1 1,000 
survivors, we have atomic veterans who will directly benefit fiom these changes in the 
presumptive list. 

.. . 
Obviously we would prefer other kinds of illnesses added to the presumptive list. 

Skin cancer and lung cancer in particular are common cancers among these survivors. It 
seems the Department of Veteran Affairs blames the former on sun exposure and the latter 
on smoking. In addition, there are numerous mm-cancers that are common among atomic 
veterans that we believe are radiogenic in nature. This appears to be confirmed by the fact 
that other sunrivor groups in our database, Test Site Downwinders, Hadord 
Downwinders, Uranium Miners, etc., also experience these common health problems. 

While we accept that smoking cigarettes is bad for one's health, it does not 
necessarily follow that smoking alone is the cause for lung cancer. The BEIR V report, 
page 53, indicates that there was "...evidence of a synergistic (greater than additive) 
effect" between smoking and radiation exposure that increases the incidence of lung 
cancer among smokers versus non-smokers. When one takes into consideration the 
military's role in smoking among the age groups we are talking about, through their 
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providision of fiee cigarettes in 'K' and 'C' rations and tax free tobacco purchases through 
military stores, it does not appear just to penalize smokers by excluding their lung cancer 
from presumptive compensation. Without access to fiee or inexpensive tobacco, many of 
these men may have never smoked but still, according to BEIR V, have had a chance of 
lung cancer based on their exposure alone. Yet the DVA insists on attributing lung cancer 
to smoking when the BEIR V evidence indicates that )ust as likely as not' it is the 
combination of exposure and smoking that caused the problem. 

Then there are those who never smoked who became inflicted with a particular 
form of lung cancer identified in the BEIR V report, page 277, as a plutonium inhalation- 
induced cancer called bronchioloalveolar. Since there was no human data available on 
lung cancer due to internally deposited radionuclides, the studies done have been on 
animals and particularly beagle dog studies. Yet there are numerous atomic veterans who 
have this kind of lung cancer. If the evidence is that these men did not smoke, then 'just as 
likely as not' their cancer is radiation induced. 

Skin cancer is another example of unjust application of the law. The DVA 
attempts to portray most skin cancers as induced by continued exposure to the sun. While 
we know today that knowledgeable people will protect themselves from excessive 
exposure to sunlight, the age group we are primarily discussing did not have the benefit of 
the scientific information we have today. Yet again, there is a combining effect between 
irradiation and exposure to the sun as reported in BEIR V, page 32, "...the carcinogenic 
effects of x-irradiation were enhanced by exposure to ultraviolet radiation.. ." It is 'just as 
likely as not' that without the radiation exposure, these men would not have developed 
skin cancer. 

There are the class of diseases that we would normally expect to find in older 
persons but that, in the case of atomic veterans, began appearing in their middle ages. 
These include cardiovascular and neurological disease, bone and muscle deterioration, 
arthritis, sterility, and hypo- and hyper- thyroid diseases. There are also a 111 range of 
autoimmune deficiency problems such as diabetes, systemic lupus, pernicious anemia and 
connective tissue disorders 

Finally we have the problems of genetic disorders in children and grandchildren of 
the exposed. Depending on the exposure experience, from 15-20% of atomic veterans 
identlfjl themselves as having children with some form of genetic defect. This class of 
veteran includes those whose wives experienced multiple miscarriages, stillbirths and 
children with actual health problems after birth. It is a tragedy that the National Academy 
of Sciences recently determined that they could not perform a study of genetic effects on 
the progeny of atomic veterans. Money and the ability to obtain a proper CohQrt were 
cited as the primary factors in reaching this conclusion. 

It continues to amaze us that the Executive and Legislative branches of 
government always seem to find the money when an issue of their concern arises, but 
somehow the lack of money is always cited when talking about the Victims of the 
government's negligence. The last we heard, the Defense Nuclear Agency had been in 
contact with at least 60,000 of the 250,000 veterans classified as atomic veterans. Most, if 
not all, of these veterans or their survivors have filled out a DNA questionnaire. A study 
of just those 60,000 would ce,rtainly have give;. you tame indications as to the legitimacy 
of the genetic issue. 

Contrary to the information put out by the DVA, which is at best disingenuous, 
only 3 4 %  of atomic veterans have had claims granted by the DVA, and the majority of 
those have been awarded to the survivor of a veteran. Of those claims granted to the 
atomic veteran himself: close to 25% have involved ratings of zero percent, meaning no 
compensation benefit at all. 
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We base this on the first and only time we received a clear break-out of total 
claims to claims granted by risk activity and beneficiary. This was at our I99 1 conference 
in Seattle Washington. In summary what they gave us in their "RADIATION 
STATISTICS" was: 

12,000 claims fled under both CFR 3.3 1 1 b (PL 98-542) and CFR 3.309(d) (PL 

62 veterans of atmospheric exposure and 29 of occupation forces were granted. 
25 of the above were rated at zero percent. 
108 claims granted to sUnivors of atmospheric exposed. 
59 claims granted to survivors of occupation forces. 

100-32 1). 

5,9 12 atmospheric nuclear testing claims filed. 
2,944 occupation forces clahs ailed. 
1,973 occupational or therapeutic claims filed. 

- 1,490 claims classified as other. 

Service connection granted to a total of 1,100 not all of which were granted due to 
radiation exposure.. 

From the above one can figure the data and it shows that as of 913019 1 : 

Ofthe atmospheric claims, 1.04% had been granted to the atomic veteran and 
1.8% granted to a survivor. 

Of the occupation claims, 2.1% had been granted to the atomic veteran and 
2% granted to a survivor. 

Ifthe total claims granted equal 1,100 and those granted for atmospheric and 
occupational forces equal 258, then we must conclude that the other 842 granted claims 
were for the occupatiodtherapeutic or other category which would equal a 24.3% 
success rate for this group. 

What this tells us is, assuming that subsequent claims reasonably follow the same 
pattern, that today when the DVA says that over 15,000 claims have been filed and 1,500 
granted that most likely over 1,100 of those granted go to a category other than the 
atomic veteran leaving the atomic veteran success rate in the 34% range. 

WhJg 
1. Only a limited number of cancers are included and, more importantly, only a 

few non-cancers that are very common among atomic veterans. 

2. Few ifany atomic veterans or their survivors can afford to hire a certified 
expert to perform the independent dose reconstruction required under PL98-542. Of the 
handhl that has done so, most have had problems obtaining the raw data used by the 
Defense Nuclear Agency to compute their dose estimate or the independent expert or the 
reconstruction has been challenged. Of the one known success, it took the Court of 
Veterans Appeals to force the DVA to perform its fbnction under the law once the dose 
reconstruction had been submitted. The claim was ekentudly gianted, not for the dose 
reconstruction per se, but because of benefit of the doubt provisions of the veteran laws. 

3. Despite the language of PL 100-32 1 that only requires a p r i m q  cancer for the 
liver, the DVA interprets the law to include each listed cancer as a primary one. Thus in 
cases where there are two or more organs involved and medical personnel cannot 
determine the original site of a cancer, the claim is denied. 

4. In claims relating to certain organs, such as the lung and skin, the DVA finds 
other factors such as smoking or sun to account for the disease and deny the claim. 
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.. . 

5 .  National veterans service organization officers don't know enough about 
radiation-exposed veterans law to adequately prosecute claims and the veterans or their 
survivors often do not know how to file appropriate claims. 
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6. There is a remand system that keeps bouncing claims up through the Board of 
Veterans Appeals to the C o w  of Veterans Appeals and back, consuming years in the 
process. 

7. Veterans or survivors become discouraged and disillusioned and give up their 
claims in despair. 

So, NARS supports the diseases being added but urges that serious consideration 
be given to further changes in the eligible diseases and the very processes of the DVA 
itself in order to once and for all end the existing controversy and ensure real justice for 
those who have served their county with honor and distinction. 

XI. IN REFERENCE THE INVESTIGATION, FINDINGS AND 

RADIATION EXPERIMENTS 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON HUMAN 

Atomic Veteran organizations in general, and certainly NARS in particular, 
worked very hard to move the Advisory Committee on Human Radiation Experiments to 
investigate the situation of atomic veterans in terms of the human experiment issue. We 
have been appreciative of their efforts to expand the envelope of their charter and in fact 
look into atomic veterans and experimentation. 

Because the charter of the committee did not include atomic veterans it was 
probably too much to expect comprehensive recommendations in their final report that 
would go beyond what in fact they did recommend. And their recommendations are a 
positive first step. However, we believe the evidence uncovered during their investigation 
justified much stronger findings and more comprehensive recommendations. Our 
experience with the Inter-Agency Working Group in a recent two day workshop indicates 
that the evidence uncovered has taken a back seat to the findings and recommendations 
and thus the heart of the atomic veteran issue has been ignored. 

There are some that believe the exposures to radiation while in the service was a 
normal hazard that servicemen accept when they join the military. We acknowledge that 
servicemen and women do in fact accept a certain amount of risk when they join the 
military. This risk however is accepted under the belief that harm might come fiom an 
enemy during a period of conflict, not inflicted by their own government as experienced by 
Atomic veterans, Agent Orange veterans and, most recently, Gulf War veterans. 

From declassified documents, including a series of 1943 memoranda to General 
Groves of the Manhattan Project, it was known that radiation could cause cancer, 
leukemia and birth defects. The best that can be said about that is that there was a belief 
at the time that it would take fairly high doses, although this belief was based on fairly slim 
evidence. 

The time period between the first bomb, Trintiy and those dropped on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki and the first peace time atomic tests at the Bikini Atoll in 1946 was too 
short to provide any evidence of the effects of immediate or residual radiation exposure on 
test participants or occupation forces. We do know however, that servicemen began to 
die from diseases such as leukemia within three years of their service in the occupation 
forces as did Frederick Leo Auingham, Jr., the father of NARS' executive director. 

Operation Crossroads, involving about 42,000 men in an above water and below 
water test, so seriously contaminated the ships and Bikini Lagoon, that Stafford Warren, 
the Medical Director for the test, recommended the cancellation of the planned Shot 
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Charlie and the departure of most of the ships and men fiom the area. Despite this and the 
need to sink many of the ships due to their high level of contamination, it is claimed that 
the men aboard these ships did not receive signrficant doses of radiation. And despite the 
knowledge of this contamination, atomic testing using military troops continued. 

According to documents uncovered by the Advisory Committee on Human 
Radiation Experiments and discussed in Chapter I of their report, The Atomic Century, 
(pp 38-39) as late as 1950 the atomic weapons bureaucracy was still asking questions 
about the biomedical effects of radiation exposure, even though tens of thousands had 
already been exposed in Japan and the succeeding four test operations. 

A debate between the military and the AEC in late 1949 and into the early 1950s 
focused on the need for human experimentation so that the military would know how 
atomic warfare would affect the troops. The AEC, in the person of Stafford Warren, 
argued that human exposures were not necessary and possibly useless because of 
"extraordinary variables". General Cooney of the Division of Military Applications argued 
in favor of exposures up to 150 rad in order to reassure the generals about troop 
exposures. 

While it appears in those documents that the civilian side of the AEC won the 
argument, the desire for troop exposures remained, as evidenced in declassified September 
195 1 memos (Dept. of Defense, Research & Development Board, Committee on Medical 
Sciences, Joint Panel on the Medical Aspects of Atomic Warfire, September 18, 19,20) 
memos of the Joint Panel on the Medical Aspects of Atomic Warfare. In this memo, 
biomedical investigation during previous tests and the continuing need for biomedical 
investigation with humans and animals are acknowledged. At the end of the memos there 
is a list of 29 types of problems ..." which should be considered as a legitimate basis for 
biomedical particiption in fiture weapons tests." 

Included among these 'problems' are the "types and dimensions of foxholes which 
are most effective in protecting troops in the field; Effects of exposure of the eye to the 
atomic flash; Studies of inhalation and ingestion of radioactive materials in fall-out zones; 
etc . 

The memo implies that both humans and animals would be used to answer these 
kinds of questions. It appears that this was somewhat like the plutonium injection 
experiments on civilians where humans were compared to laboratory animals for the 
advancement of science. 

Within a month of this last series of documents, testing with troops began at the 
newly established Nevada Test Site in Operation Buster-Jangle, and as we all know, 
continued there and in the Pacific, with troops being brought closer and closer to ground 
zero in each succeeding test. 

The Advisory Committee apparently struggled to define all the human experiments 
in technical, legaI/scientific terms so that the vast majority of atomic veterans would not 
come under the rubric of human experiment. In Chapter 10 of their report, Atomic 
Velerans: Human Experimentation in Connection with Atomic Bomb Tests, page 455, the 
committee says 

That the bomb tests were in some sense experiments is, of course, 
correct. The tests of new and untried atomic weapons were, wrote 

the chiefhealth officer of the AEC's Los Alamos lab, "hndamentally 
large scale laboratory experiments." At the same time, although there 
was a real possibility that human subject research had been conducted 
in conjunction with the bomb tests, the tests were not themselves 
experiments involving human subjects. 
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So the difference to the committee, as they told us at several of their meetings, is 
that the tests were not conducted solely to experiment on humans, but the measurement of 
feces, urine, saliva and psychological states became "experiments of opportunity" arising 
fiom the testing of bombs and not human experiments in the same sense as the plutonium 
injections. 

We believe, given the documents the committee uncovered and cited above, that 
this is a spurious distinction designed to relieve the committee of any real responsibility in 
passing judgment on what the government has done to its atomic veterans. It seems clear 
that at least one purpose of having servicemen at the atomic tests over a 16 year period 
was to find answers to some of the problems outlined in the memos of the Joint Panel on 
The Medical Aspects of Atomic Warfafe cited above. 

If this is true, then servicemen were indeed guinea pigs as they have claimed for 
years and their military superiors, the Department of Defense, and indeed their 
Commander-In-Chief allowed them to be used in manner that was totally outside the 
implied contract of their military service. And, we think it is fair to say, the congress 
failed to protect these servicemen while exercising their oversight responsibilities in the 
vatious committees designated to monitor these kinds of activities. 

III CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We believe the evidence demonstrates that the atomic veterans were part of an on- 
going experiment involving their biological and psychological reactions to explosions of 
nuclear and thermonuclear devices. They were improperly advised that their participation 
involved no personal risk and there was an egregious error in at least not warning them, 
upon their separation fiom service, that on-going medical check-ups would be wise given 
the higher risk they now faced due to radiation exposure. 

We have watched and/or learned of families disintegrating due to the husband's 
illnesses and deaths starting as early as the late 1940s. We have heard of bankruptcies, 
divorces, sick and dead children and suicides. More poipant perhaps has been the loss of 
faith and trust these men, or their family members, had in our country in terms of doing 
the right thing. More than a denial of a pension or health care, these citizens have felt 
betrayed and denigrated by the total denial of the legitimacy of what they believe has 
happened to them and by those who try to label them as people looking for a handout. 

More than anything, these men and their families want justice. 

Pass Representative Lane Evans' bill with the modifications we suggest. Take the 
time to read the Advisory Committee report, particularly as it pertains to atomic veterans. 
Then sit down with atomic veterans, objective scientists, the DVA, the White House and 
whomever else is appropriate and end this issue once and for all by ensuring justice, as 
defined by those harmed, is finally provided these couragwus veterans and their familes. 

You may be surprised. Justice for these people does not always translate into 
dollars. 


